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The tunable ZnS/CuS microspheres were readily prepared via replacing Zn\(^{2+}\) ions of solid ZnS microspheres with Cu\(^{2+}\) ions in the aqueous solution under a hydrothermal condition, which were characterized by XRD, SEM, TEM, UV–Vis, PL and XPS techniques. The thickness of CuS shell on the surface of ZnS core can be controlled by changing the ion-exchanging time, which plays an important role for the visible light photodegradation efficiency of Rhodamine B in the aqueous solution. The degradation rate can rapidly reach ca. 72% under the visible light irradiation for 15min and then ca. 98% after 60min using the ZnS/CuS microspheres as the photocatalyst.

1. Introduction

Transition metal sulfides composite have attracted great deal of attention because of their unique physical/chemical properties and widespread potential applications in various fields, such as catalysis, solar cells, sensors, drug delivery, and environmental issues (water pollution and air pollution).\(^{1,5}\) As an important II–VI group semiconductor, ZnS with a wide bandgap is a well-known photocatalyst, which can rapidly produce electron–hole pairs by photoexcitation and the highly negative potentials of excited electrons. For example, Zhao et al.\(^{6}\) prepared size-selective zinc sulfide hierarchical structures, which can degrade Rhodamine B under UV light irradiation. Wang et al.\(^{7}\) yielded well-dispersed ZnS microspheres with the photocatalytic activity using ZnSO\(_4\) and SC(NH\(_2\))\(_2\) as main original reactant. Zhang et al.\(^{8}\) synthesized Bi-doped ZnS hollow spheres with enhanced UV and visible-light photocatalytic H\(_2\)-production activity via a cation exchange reaction between ZnS hollow spheres and Bi(NO\(_3\))\(_3\). However, due to the large band gap energy (Eg=3.66eV), ZnS as a highly active photocatalyst is restricted in ultraviolet light zone. On the other hand, especially, due to the environment-friendly properties, relatively narrow and adjustable band gap (Eg=1.5-2.0eV), CuS is becoming an important semiconductor, which could be as highly efficient and stable visible-light photocatalyst in the fields of pollutant treatment.\(^{20}\) However, the rapid recombination of photogenerated electron–hole pairs of CuS restricts the improvement of degradation efficiency as photocatalyst. Thus, in order to overcome the drawback of ZnS and CuS semiconductors, many theoretical calculations and experiments have demonstrated that the coupling of two semiconductors might create interfacial states that induce extra visible-light activity and facilitate the charge transfer across the heterojunctions, effectively improving the separation of photogenerated electron-hole pairs.\(^{9}\)

Till now, various narrow bandgap semiconductors such as CuS(1 \(\leq E_g \leq 2\)),\(^ {10,11}\) CdS,\(^ {12}\) CdSe\(^ {13}\) have been combined with ZnS, presenting a visible light photocatalytic activity. For example, spherical ZnO/ZnS core/shell particles,\(^ {14}\) ZnS/ZnO hybrid nanowires,\(^ {15}\) onion-like CdSe/ZnS heteronanocrystals,\(^ {16}\) CdS/ZnS multilayer films,\(^ {17}\) one dimensional CuInS\(_2]/ZnS heterostructured nanomaterials\(^ {18}\) and CdS/ZnS/In\(_2\)S\(_3\) microspheres.\(^ {19}\) The interfacial charge transfer (IFCT) of the composite semiconductors can effectively improve the charge separation on both semiconductor units by retarding the recombination process of photogenerated electron-hole pairs. Especially, ZnS/CuS composite materials can fully utilize the visible-light activities of UV-active semiconductors by promoting charge separation at the interfaces. So far, many approaches have been designed to prepare ZnS/CuS composite materials, such as template method,\(^ {21}\) aqueous synthesis,\(^ {22}\) and ion exchange synthesis.\(^ {10}\) Generally, the template approach is a more commonly accepted method for constructing and controlling the size and morphology of the products.\(^ {23-25}\) Shi et al.\(^ {21}\) yielded a series of MS (shell)/ZnS (core) and MS (M=Pb,Cu) hollow microspheres by using ZnS microspheres as templates, promising applications in the development of photoelectric devices. Zhang et al.\(^ {26}\) designed and obtained a novel porous CuS/ZnS nanosheet photocatalysts, exhibiting a visible light photocatalytic H\(_2\)-production activity. Adelifar et al.\(^ {26}\) prepared CuS/ZnS binary thin films with mixed structures of CuS hexagonal and ZnS cubic structure grown on glass substrate by the spray pyrolysis technique. Yu et al.\(^ {27}\) prepared monodisperse CuS/ZnS composite hollow spheres by an ion-exchange reaction in the alcohol solution, presenting a visible light photocatalytic activity for Rhodamine B (Rhb). In this case, the facile preparation of well-crystallized and low-toxic ZnS-based photocatalysts with controllable morphology and highly photocatalytic activity is still a challenge.

Here, we prepared tunable core/shell ZnS/CuS microspheres by a simple hydrothermal and cation exchange method using preformed ZnS microspheres as the core template and CuCl\(_2\) aqueous solution as precursors, in which Zn\(^{2+}\) ions on the ZnS microspheres can be replaced with Cu\(^{2+}\) ions in the aqueous solution. In this experiment, tunable ZnS/CuS microspheres and even CuS hollow spheres were readily synthesized by simply...
adjacent band gap with wide band gap semiconductor enhances their photocatalytic abilities because the heterostructure of ZnS/CuS can timely transfer the photogenerated electron-hole pairs, and rapidly separate the photogenerated electrons and holes, which is the main active species responsible for the photocatalytic degradation of RhB.  

2. Experimental Details

Chemicals: Zinc acetate (Zn(CH₃COO)₂·2H₂O), Sodium thiosulphate (Na₂S₂O₄·5H₂O), Copper chloride hydrates (CuCl₂·2H₂O), Macrogol 400 (PEG-400, HO(CH₂CH₂O)nH) and ethylalcohol (C₂H₅OH). All chemicals used in this study were analytical-grade and were purchased from Kewei Chemical Reagent Company of Tianjin without further treatment.

2.1 Synthesis

2.1.1 preparation of ZnS microspheres

ZnS microspheres as the core template were primarily synthesized by a simple hydrothermal approach. Firstly, 3 mmol of Zn(CH₃COO)₂·2H₂O were dissolved completely in a beaker containing 10 mL of deionized water and 4 mL PEG solution (Named precursor A), and 3 mmol of Na₂S₂O₄·5H₂O were also dissolved completely in a beaker containing 10 mL of deionized water and 4 mL PEG solution (Named precursor B). Then, the precursor B was added into precursor A drop by drop with vigorous stirring to get a homogeneous mixture solution. Finally, the mixture solution was transferred to a 50 mL Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 100 °C for 10 h. After cooling to room temperature, the white precipitate was separated by centrifugation, washed with deionized water and ethanol alternately for several times, dried at 60 °C in air. The pure spherical ZnS powder was obtained.

2.1.2 preparation of ZnS/CuS microspheres

The typical core/shell ZnS/CuS composite microspheres was synthesized as follows: 10 mL of aqueous solution containing 61.2 mg of CuCl₂·2H₂O was added into 15 mL of mixture solution containing 35 mg of ZnS spheres with vigorous stirring. The mixture solution was changed to field gray, indicating partial Zn²⁺ ions on the surface of ZnS spheres were replaced by Cu²⁺ ions. The yellow gray mixture solution was transferred into a 50 mL of Teflon-lined autoclave and heated at 100 °C for 10 h. After cooling to room temperature, the white precipitate was separated by centrifugation, washed with deionized water and ethanol alternately for several times, dried at 60 °C in air. The pure spherical ZnS/CuS powders can be obtained by changing the reaction time for 15 minutes, 1h, 2h and 3h, respectively.

2.2 Characterization

The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded by a RIGAKU Pro X-ray diffraction (D/Max 2500 PC) in an operating mode of 20 Kβ and 150 mA equipped with a Cu Kα line as the irradiation source (λ = 1.54056 Å) in the 2θ range of 10°-80°. The morphologies of the particles were observed by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) (JEOL-JSM-6700F). Room-temperature photoluminescence (RT-PL) measurements were performed on powder samples with a pulsed Xe laser (RF-5301 PC) as the excitation wavelength of 300 nm. TD-901 ultra-violet-visible light (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer was used to perform the optical measurements of the sample dispersed in ethanol in the wavelength range of 200~800 nm. The electronic binding energy of the ZnS/CuS microspheres was examined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on a PHI-5000 VersaProbe instrument.

2.3 Catalytic activities

The photocatalytic activity of different products is evaluated by the degradation rate of RhB aqueous solution (20 mg/L) under visible-light irradiation (Simulate the full spectrum of sunlight: 300 W xenon lamp with a light filter). Detailed procedures of the visible light photocatalytic reaction are as follows: for the each catalytic reaction, 40 mL of the mixed solution containing 0.54 g of photocatalyst (pure ZnS microsphere, core/shell ZnS/CuS microspheres and CuS hollow microspheres) and Rhodamine B (RhB) (20 mg/L) was vigorously stirred in a dark room for 30 minutes to ensure the establishment of an adsorption/desorption equilibrium between the catalyst and RhB molecules. Then, the mixture solution was irradiated for different time intervals with visible light of a 300 W xenon lamp. TU-1901 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Beijing, China) was used to monitor the concentration of RhB solution at regular intervals of 15 min. The characteristic absorption of RhB at 550 nm was chosen as the monitored parameter for the photocatalytic degradation process. The catalytic decolorization for the concentration of RhB aqueous solution is a pseudo-first-order reaction and the degradation rate of RhB was calculated by the following formula:

\[
\text{Degradation (\%)} = \left(1 - \frac{C_t}{C_0}\right) \times 100\% \quad (1)
\]

where C₀ and Cₜ represent the RhB initial concentration and the final concentration respectively.

3. Results and Discussions

Fig. 1 shows the XRD pattern of samples of the pure ZnS microspheres (Fig.1a) and the tunable core/shell ZnS/CuS samples obtained in 15 minutes (Fig.1b), 1h (Fig.1c), 2h (Fig.1d) and 3h (Fig.1e). The as-formed ZnS spheres are indexed as pure wurtzite-phase ZnS with lattice constants of a=b=3.820 Å and c=24.960 Å (JCPDS 39-1363), no obvious impurity peaks are detected. However, after treating with Cu²⁺ ions solution in the hydrothermal condition, nearly no diffraction peaks of ZnS can be observed, indicating that it is very fast for the exchanging of Cu²⁺ ions and Zn²⁺ ions. Accordingly, the diffraction peaks of CuS are gradually strengthened, showing that more and more ZnS have been replaced by CuS with increasing reaction time as shown in Fig.1b, 1c, and 1d. After treating for 3 hours, from.
Fig. 1c, we can see that the diffraction peaks of the sample can be assigned to hexagonal covelline-phase CuS with lattice constants of a=3.792 Å and c=16.34 Å, which are in good agreement with the literature values (JCPDS 06-0464). 

The SEM image of the smooth ZnS spheres as the core template is shown in Fig. 2a. After adding the Cu²⁺ ions into the suspension of ZnS spheres in the hydrothermal condition for 1h, the surface of the ZnS sample was roughened with a number of hierarchical particles, indicating that the Cu²⁺ ions have diffused into the surface of ZnS spheres and partial ZnS molecules have been converted to CuS cluster as shown in Fig. 2b. Further increasing the hydrothermal treatment for 2h, the hollow spheres with two-layer structure can be clearly observed from the broken sphere as shown in Fig. 2c. Moreover, after extending the hydrothermal treatment for 3h, as well as based on the XRD result, we found that the CuS hollow spheres could be obtained and the ZnS core nearly disappeared, meaning most Zn²⁺ ions were exchanged by Cu²⁺ (Fig 2d). The TEM images of the solid ZnS sphere, and ZnS/CuS samples obtained in 1h and 3h are shown in the Supporting Information (Fig. S1). From Fig. S1-a, the surface of the ZnS particle is perfect smooth. However, the rougher particles are formed on the surface of the ZnS/CuS sample obtained in 1h as shown in Fig. S1-b, and the apparent contrast between the inner core and outer shell is clearly observed, indicating the presence of two different kinds of materials from core to shell, consistency with Chung’s report. 

And the hollow structure can be clearly observed from the broken sample obtained in 3h (Fig.S1-c). As well as the energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) of the samples are shown in the Supporting Information (Fig.S2). The pure ZnS spheres present the signal of S, Zn and Cu elements, in which Cu signal is actually from the copper grid for supporting the sample. (Fig.S2-a). However, for the samples obtained in 1h and 3h, their EDS both present the peak of Cu, S and O element, no any signal of Zn element, indicating that the exchanging rate of Zn²⁺ ions is very quick, and the signal of Zn element has been obstructed by the CuS layer formed(Fig. S2-b), corresponding to the SEM and XRD results. The mechanism of the reaction and the formation of the core/shell and hollow structure are proposed: Cu²⁺ ions can substitute the Zn²⁺ ions of ZnS solid materials because the solubility products of ZnS (Ksp=2.93×10⁻²⁵) is larger than that of CuS (6.3×10⁻²⁹) in deionized water, which is the main driving force for the formation of core/shell ZnS/CuS microspheres and CuS hollow spheres. 

As the solid ZnS spheres are added into the solution containing Cu²⁺ ions, S²⁻ ions and Zn²⁺ ions begin to diffuse outward; Meanwhile, Cu²⁺ ions in the solution diffuse inward through the interface shell, and reacted with S²⁻ ions to form CuS precipitates on the surface of ZnS. Due to the smaller radius of Cu²⁺ ion, the diffusion rate of Cu²⁺ ions is obviously faster than that of S²⁻ ions, resulting in the inward growth of the CuS shell and the finally formation of hollow spheres.

Figure 3 displays the UV-Vis absorption spectra of pure ZnS microspheres and ZnS/CuS microspheres obtained in 1h and 3h, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3a, the absorption band shorter than ca. 250 nm in the wavelength can be attributed to the intrinsic band-gap absorption of ZnS spheres due to electron transitions from the valence band to the conduction band. 

Compared with pure ZnS sample, the ZnS/CuS samples obtained in 1h (Fig.3b) and in 3h (Fig.3c) both present a broad absorption band in the visible region (300-800 nm) because of the presence of CuS components, similar to the previous reports. Moreover, with increasing the content of CuS, an enhanced absorption band in the visible light region is clearly observed from the absorption line of the ZnS/CuS samples obtained in 3h (Fig.3c). In addition to the absorption band in the visible light region, a stronger absorption peak around 275nm can be observed from the Fig.3b, which might be because the fewer CuS clusters formed in 1h were coated around ZnS spheres, and the intimate contact between CuS and ZnS is crucial for the interelectron transfer between the two components, resulting in the direct interfacial charge transfer (IFCT) from the VB of ZnS to CuS. 

Thus, we can see that the sample obtained in 1h has the absorption in the UV-visible-light region from 200 to 800 nm, implying a good sun-light photocatalytic activity. However, the ZnS/CuS sample obtained in 3h only shows the stronger broad absorption in the visible region (ca.400~700 nm) and in near-IR region (ca. 700~800 nm) because the most ZnS components have been exchanged by CuS.

Since PL emission resulted from the recombination of free carriers, the PL can be used to disclose the efficiency of charge carrier trapping, immigration and transfer, and to understand the fate of photogenerated electrons and holes in the semiconductor. Here, the room-temperature (RT) PL spectra of ZnS spheres and ZnS/CuS samples in ethanol suspension by excitation at 300 nm are shown in Fig.4. From Fig. 4a, two typical PL emission bands of the pure ZnS spheres can be seen: a strong UV emission band at 363nm (3.42eV) and a week blue-green band at 470 nm (2.64eV), which are corresponding to the recombination of photoinduced electron-hole pairs, and intrinsic defects in the ZnS microspheres, respectively. Meanwhile, corresponding to the relatively strong and wide absorption bands in visible-light region, all CuS/ZnS samples show no visible-light emission peaks due to the rapid separation restraint for the recombination of the photogenerated electrons and holes pairs caused by the defect photoluminescence. However, due to the recombination of electrons and holes in the surface states, all ZnS/CuS samples present PL peaks at 328 nm. The exchange time of Zn²⁺ and Cu²⁺ in the reaction has some effects for the intensity of PL peaks of CuS/ZnS samples at 328 nm. From Fig.4b-e, we can see that only the ZnS/CuS sample obtained in 1h presents a stronger PL peak (Fig.4c), consistence with its stronger UV-Vis absorption spectrum in Fig.3b, which is relationship with the content of CuS on the surface of ZnS. The too fewer (Fig.4b) or too more (Fig.4d and 4e) content of CuS will result in lower the PL intensities because of the fewer interelectron transfer between the two components.

The elemental compositions and chemical status of CuS/ZnS obtained in 1h were further analyzed by XPS (Fig.5a). The XPS survey spectra indicated the presence of Cu and S as well as C and O, the peaks of O and C come from H₂O, O₂, and CO₂ adsorbed on the surface of the sample and the surface oxidation of CuS. The binding energies of Cu₂p, S₂p and Zn₂p had been calibrated by referencing the C₁s (284.8 eV). As shown in Fig. 5b, the two typical peaks at 932 eV and 952.3eV, corresponding to Cu(II) L₃M₅M₄ and Cu(II) L₃M₅M₃, which are essentially identical binding energies for Cu₂p orbital in accordance with Cu²⁺, the
other peaks are attributed to the surface oxidation of CuS to CuO.\textsuperscript{39} The binding energy of S_{2p} centers at ca. 162 eV due to the spin-orbit coupling of S_{2p1/2} and S_{2p3/2} with a valence of -2, meanwhile, the susceptibility of CuS toward oxidation leads to formation of CuSO_{4} on the surface, the peak at around 167.2 eV in Fig. 5c are probably attributed to the S_{2p} of CuSO_{4} as reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{40} However, the peaks of Zn_{2p} are not significantly observed probably due to the relatively thick CuS capping layer shielding the signal of Zn_{2p}(Fig.5d).

In order to investigate the effects of CuS thickness on the surface of ZnS for the photocatalytic activity, the photodegradation of RhB in the solution using the different ZnS/CuS samples as visible light photocatalysts were investigated, as shown in Fig. 6, in which the thickness of CuS shell was growing from tiny particles to the complete CuS shell under the hydrothermal treatment. Compared with the samples obtained in 15 min, 2h and 3h, it is clearly seen that the ZnS/CuS sample obtained in 1h presents the greatest photocatalytic effect (98% in degradation rate in 60min). Both the thinner and the thicker CuS layers result in decreasing the photodegradation rate of RhB in the solution (see Fig.6a and Fig.6c), indicating that the thickness of CuS formed on the surface of the ZnS core plays an important role for the photocatalytic reaction, which actually forms a suitable heterojunction of ZnS and CuS. Recently, the heterostructure coupled with different semiconductors has attracted great interest because it can significantly reduce the recombination and speed up the separation rate of photogenerated charge carriers, which provides a promising pathway for solving energy supply and environmental pollution problems.\textsuperscript{11-13} It is generally accepted that the photogenerated electrons(e\textsuperscript{-}) and holes(h\textsuperscript{+}) can transfer to the surface to react with the adsorbed reactants, the migration direction of the photogenerated charge carriers depends on the band edge position of semiconductors.\textsuperscript{14,15} The h\textsuperscript{+}, \textit{OH} and \textit{O}^{2-} with high oxidation ability can degrade dyes to intermediates and finally to CO\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O. Wang et al.\textsuperscript{27} uncovered that the super-oxide radical ion •O\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{-} and hydroxyl radical •OH are responsible for the degradation of methyl orange (MO) under visible light using poly(3-hexylthiophene)-modified TiO\textsubscript{2} as the photocatalyst. Wu et al.\textsuperscript{36} presented the increased surface defects caused by the ZnS layer result in trapping more •OH radicals on anatase TiO\textsubscript{2} and P\textsubscript{25} were much higher than that of other semiconductors, in which the photocatalyzed holes in the valence band of TiO\textsubscript{2} could directly react with H\textsubscript{2}O/\textit{OH} to produce •OH and lifetime of photo-generated electrons and holes in titania was relatively long.

In order to investigate the optical property of the ZnS/CuS sample, it is of great importance to determine the band edge level of a semiconductor photocatalyst. Generally, the potentials of the conduction-band (CB) and valence band (VB) edges of ZnS and CuS were estimated by Mulliken electronegativity theory:\textsuperscript{50,51}

\begin{equation}
E_{CB} = \chi - E^* - 0.5 E_g = 4.5\text{eV}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
E_{VB} = E_{CB} + E_g
\end{equation}

Where $E_{CB}$ is the conduction band edge potential, $\chi$ is the electronegativity of the semiconductor, expressed as the geometric mean of the absolute electronegativity of the constituent atoms, which is defined as the arithmetic mean of the atomic electron affinity and the first ionization energy. The $\chi$ values of ZnS and CuS are ca. 5.26 eV and 5.27 eV. $E^*$ is the energy of free electrons on the hydrogen scale ca. 4.5 eV, $E_g$ is the band gap of the semiconductor. According to the UV-Vis spectra and Kubelka Munk method,\textsuperscript{37} we can get the band gaps of ZnS and CuS: the optical absorption near band edge follows the formula $(a\nu)^n = A(\nu - E_g)$, where $\alpha$, $h$, $v$, $E_g$, and $A$ are the absorption coefficient, Plank constant, light frequency, band gap, and a constant, respectively. The $E_g$ value can be estimated by extrapolating the straight portion of $(a\nu)^n$ = $(\nu - E_g)$ plot to the $\alpha = 0$ point (see the Supporting Information (Fig. S3 and Fig. S4)). Thus, the band gaps of ZnS and CuS are 3.46 eV and 1.55 eV, consistent with the previous reports.\textsuperscript{52-54} Thus, according to Mulliken electronegativity equations, the top of the VB and the bottom of the CB of ZnS are calculated to be 3.36 eV and -0.079 eV. Similarly, the VB and CB of the CuS are estimated to be 1.54 eV and -0.01 eV.

Here, the enhanced visible light photocatalytic activity of ZnS/CuS samples can be explained: after adding Cu\textsuperscript{2+} ions into the solution of ZnS spheres, many tiny CuS nuclei were produced on the surface of ZnS spheres because that the ZnS molecules were partially replaced by CuS molecules, and the core/shell CuS/ZnS structure was formed. The core/shell structure actually is a heterostructure combined with narrow bandgap of CuS and wide bandgap ZnS. And the same Fermi energy of the heterostructure leads to the conduction band and valence band of CuS shifting to above that of ZnS as follows as shown in the Supporting Information (Schema SI).\textsuperscript{55} The close integration between ZnS and CuS is beneficial to timely transfer the photogenerated electron-hole pairs, and rapidly separate the photogenerated electrons and holes owing to different available band gaps, which can enhance the photocatalytic activity.\textsuperscript{56,57} Then, the mechanism can be proposed: Under the irradiation of visible-light, CuS is excited, and the electron–hole pairs are produced. The excited electrons on the CB of CuS transfer to the CB of ZnS, and holes to locate on the VB of CuS at the ZnS/CuS interface. Furthermore, the migration of photogenerated electrons and holes could be promoted by the internal electric field.\textsuperscript{58,59} Therefore, the increase in the charge separation of the photogenerated electrons and holes allows both of the photogenerated electrons and holes to participate in the overall photocatalytic reaction. Consequently, the photogenerated electrons could react with the oxygen molecule adsorbed on the surface of ZnS/CuS photocatalyst to yield \textit{O}_2\textsuperscript{•}. Photogenerated holes react with water molecules to produce •OH, •O\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{-}, •OH and photogenerated holes degrade the organic pollutants absorbed on the surface of ZnS/CuS.\textsuperscript{60} This can also explain why the CuS/ZnS sample obtained in 15 min only decomposed 44% of RhB (Fig.5a), which is due to insufficient quantity of CuS tiny particles on the surface of ZnS spheres. On the other hand, further increasing the content of CuS, excessive CuS clusters will shield the incident light, resulting in preventing generation of photogenerated electrons by ZnS inside and decreasing the photodegradation rate of RhB (Fig. 5c).\textsuperscript{61} In order to further prove the high visible-light photocatalytic property of the CuS/ZnS samples, the photodegradation efficiencies of RhB in the solution using no catalyst, pure ZnS spheres, CuS/ZnS samples as the photocatalyst are shown in
Fig. 7. We can see that the concentration of RhB solution show little change under visible light irradiation for 1 h if no any catalyst was added (Fig. 7d). The pure ZnS spheres with the wide band gap present a lower visible light photocatalytic activity, only 5% of degradation rate is observed in 1 h (Fig. 7c). The CuS hollow spheres with the narrow band-gap also shows a low degradation rate 35% for RhB in the visible light condition (Fig. 7b). However, the degradation efficiency of RhB using the ZnS/CuS sample obtained in 1 h rapidly reached ca. 72% under the visible light irradiation for 15 min and then ca. 98% after 60 min, indicating that a suitably thickness of CuS shell on the ZnS core is the key for enhancing the visible light photocatalytic performance. The inset in Fig. 7 presents the absorption spectra of a RhB aqueous solution exposed to visible light for 60 min in the presence of ZnS/CuS (curve a), hollow CuS (curve b), pure ZnS (curve c) and no any catalyst (curve d). It is reasonable to infer that the conspicuous decline of absorption peak at λ = 550 nm is attributable to the visible light photocatalytic activity of the ZnS/CuS microspheres. This result clearly demonstrates that the good photocatalytic activity of ZnS/CuS microspheres are associated with the formation of thinner layer of CuS structures, which are expected to exhibit not only a fast motion of charge carriers but also provide efficient transport pathways to reactant and product molecules.62 The influence of the photocatalyst dosage of ZnS/CuS sample on the degradation of RhB (20 mg/L 40 mL) for 1 h has also been investigated. The results are presented in the Supporting Information (Fig. S5). It is clearly seen that the RhB removal is raised with increasing the catalyst amount from 0.04 g to 0.06 g. However, further increasing the catalyst amount above 0.06 g results in decreasing the RhB removal efficiency, which is possible due to the light scattering by catalyst particles.

4. Conclusion

In summary, tunable ZnS/CuS composite microsphere and CuS hollow microsphere structures have been readily synthesized via substitution of Zn²⁺ in ZnS microspheres with Cu²⁺ by changing the reacting time of the hydrothermal treatment. The thickness of CuS shell plays an important role for the visible-light photocatalytic activity. The novel high-efficiency visible-light photocatalyst of ZnS/CuS microspheres can be obtained by controlling the thickness of CuS shell on the ZnS core spheres, which can rapidly separate the photogenerated electrons and holes on the different bandgaps. The degradation efficiency of RhB using the ZnS/CuS microspheres as the catalyst can rapidly reach ca. 72% under the visible light irradiation in 15 min and then ca. 98% in 60 min. The results in this work further confirm that a proper combination of narrow-bandgap and wide-bandgap semiconductors can lead to novel composites with an improved photoelectronic property, which can be expected to get practical application as photocatalysis, solar cells and sensors.
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